
Blockenomy.com*
economy based on digital assets

the ecosystem and the independent market for 
digicapital flows

the future, an alternative to the current capital markets

FEATURES OF THE INNOVATIVE BLOCKCHAIN AND THE
RULES OF MASTER NODE DISTRIBUTION

Production version v. 1.0 from 4th Oct 2020. On its basis, the process of preparing
contract  templates  for  Blockenomy system participants  is  currently  underway.  Planned
commercial launch of the system between October 20, 2020 and January 10, 2021.

Blockenomy  responds  to  the  specifically  diagnosed  needs  of  the  capital  market. The
ecosystem enables the multiplication of digital capital for Blockenomy system participants
and supporting the development of new digital assets, indirectly; for selected projects.
First  of  all,  projects  of  such  digital  assets  must  be  adapted  to  the  market  and  be
developed  in  accordance  with  the  constant  recommendations  of  the  Lean  Startup
methodology. The main area of Blockenomy's activity is building a digital economy based
on the so-called stablecoins.

The project is a response to market needs:
It generates the first unique Blockenomy cryptocurrency on the market, which, in addition
to the possibility of mining it, also acts as yieldcoin and stablecoin. Its function is to secure
the right to a guaranteed settlement, the so-called staking in the amount of 11-14% per
annum in relation to USD (in the near future, the user may choose another fiat currency,
such as EUR, JPY or CNY), with full convertibility into USD (or an appropriately selected
other  currency)  in  the  ratio  of  1:  1.  The  surplus  of  digital  capital  from  tokenization
launched  in  the  Blockenomy  ecosystem will  be  added  to  the  base  of  staking.  It  is
important that the Blockenomy project will not violate the deposit law or EU
law  regarding  the  need  to  have  a  license  to  issue  the  so-called  electronic
money ("e-money institution"), which, however, is a risk in the case of many
projects used on the European market. Blockenomy bypasses this regulatory
risk. 

From the legal point of view - the ecosystem as a business is built entirely within the
digital asset capital flow model (i.e. it resides outside the regulatory area of the financial
market in accordance with the regulations of both Poland and the EU).

Technologically the ecosystem consists of two basic elements: 
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1.  A cryptocurrency system -  currently  as  an intrachain  in  Waves with  a  Blockenomy
token.  Plans  for  several  years  ahead assume that  it  will  be  transformed into its  own
blockchain  with  the  Blockenomy  cryptocurrency.  Blockenomy  was  known  in  earlier
laboratory works on the market as biSEC-BlockCore - defined after the Let's Fintech PKO
BP program as one of the 100 most important projects changing Polish banking.
2.  (Plans  to  be  launched  later  in  the  project  development)  Tokenization  system  for
obtaining new digital assets.

Ad 1.
Being an integral part of Blockenomy - the Blockenomy token (in the future cryptocurrency) has a
motivational  significance.  This  ensures  full  compliance  with  the  regulations  on  investing  in
cryptocurrencies and mining. Therefore, it is not an investment within the meaning of the MIFID regulations
regarding financial instruments, or various interpretations regarding utility tokens or security tokens. So it is
neither an ICO nor an STO, but simply the mining of a digital asset Blockenomy cryptocurrency, similar to
mining Ethereum or Bitcoin. After transforming into its own blockchain with the Blockenomy cryptocurrency -
it will be able to maintain the balances and exchange (the so-called DEX decentralized cryptocurrency
exchange) of various other cryptocurrencies, apart from Blockenomy, e.g. tokens implemented within the
ecosystem, or Bitcoin, Ether and various types of tokens popular on the market, thanks to the so-called
gateways.
Ad. 2
(To  be  launched  later  in  the  project  development).  Capital  processes  in  Blockenomy  are  based  on
tokenization (including cryptofunding) of projects in ERC20 format on a separate, independent and
public Ethereum blockchain. They will  be implemented by an additional subsystem (application, records,
verification and financing) that records the history of the business project development in tokens on the
Ethereum network for each of these projects. These tokens will then be exchanged, transferred and sold on
the Blockenomy network. Similar like in the Tecracoin project - financed projects are based on selected
innovations, including inventions and patents.

From the technical side:
(1) as of the date of this document, Blockenomy is a type of intrachain in Waves;
(2) in the future it will be converted into a separate blockchain and Blockenomy tokens will
be converted to Blockenomy cryptocurrency in a 1-to-1 ratio;
(3)  staking,  which  is  used by the Blockenomy system,  is  carried out  on the basis  of
reputable  and  safe  products,  in  the  first  stage  of  project  development  these  are
stablecoins implemented (e.g. together with the Frick Bank from Liechtenstein and the
decentralized USDN),  and tokenization will  be performed in the future in the network
Ethereum.

Basic parameters of  Blockenomy token mining distributing staking from surplus of  the
digital capital operating in the Blockenomy ecosystem:
The value resulting from the staking + distribution of the surplus of digital capital in digital
assets is divided. Only each master node is entitled to split. Each of them will receive 90%
of 12-15% annually (i.e. in real terms from 11% to 14%) of the digital capital invested
with this master node, through mining, once a day, as emission Blockenomy digital assets,
which is disposed of in accordance with the allocation:
- 90% for Master Nodes for the implementation of the above-mentioned mining + staking
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- 5% transferred to the company that organizes work on the Blockenomy ecosystem, in
which the  creators  of  Blockenomy are  located,  which  will  allow the  company to face
ongoing operating costs;
- 5% is allocated to the community around the project, including primarily the technical
development of the project in the coming years.

Market price:
- Blockenomy provides the irrevocable right to a smooth exchange back to market-and-
widely-recognized stablecoins at the price of 1 Blockenomy = USD 1 in conversion, after
using this exchange and the so-called "Burning" of the Blockenomy token used;
- in addition, Blockenomy is traded on the free market at prices based on supply and
demand.

Business foundations for ecosystem growth and benefits from staking + mining:

From the funds of  digital  capital  inserted into the Blockenomy system along with  the
launch  of  the  master  node  (direct  contracts)  -  the  above-mentioned  company  will
implement a policy of stable growth based on the activities indicated in these concluded
direct  contracts,  subject  to  recording,  auditing  and  tax  documents  preparation  (in
accordance with the jurisdiction taxation of the master node owner).

Plans:
- within a year from running own blockchain - the Blockenomy cryptocurrency will start to
be listed not only on the decentralized crypto exchange that is part of Blockenomy, but
also on several world crypto exchanges.
- project partners (investing in master nodes) can achieve a spectacular and stable return
on investment in mining / staking by supporting the Blockenomy ecosystem.

Risk:
- the economy based on digital assets, using records in a distributed blockchain chain,
using cryptocurrencies  for  capital  flows -  is  still  an innovative economic phenomenon,
exposed to considerable organizational, legal and economic risk;
- the above-mentioned risk is mitigated by the huge experience of the project founders in
the cryptocurrency / blockchain industry.

Initial offer for software and installation of Master Nodes:
- one free Master Node license providing mining Blockenoma is granted for every USD 10
500 installed in the form of digital capital in the Blockenomy system, as a result of the
above-mentioned direct contracts;
- the installation and maintenance of Master Node for its owner is carried out free of
charge by the above-mentioned company in the Google Cloud infrastructure or equivalent;
- the license owner can freely sell it, transfer it, etc., and the above-mentioned company is
obliged to implement and maintain Master Node in Google Cloud as above, for the new
license owner;
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- license distribution is permanent throughout the project, economically speaking, with the
increase in license sales,  higher  efficiency than the basic 11-14% per  year should be
achieved,  due  to  the  fact  that  there  will  be  more  capital  working  for  staking  in  the
Blockenoma ecosystem , and each linear increase in the number of licenses corresponds
to an identical linear increase in the amount of this capital in the ecosystem, which does
not disturb the proportion of the amount of capital working per license.

Based  on  this  material,  the  process  of  preparing  contract  templates  for  Blockenomy
system participants  is  currently  underway.  Planned  commercial  launch  of  the  system
between October 20, 2020 and January 10, 2021.

------------
Mariusz Sperczyński, the founder of Blockenomy 
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